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Slash Chords: Triads with a ‘Wrong’ Bass Note?

In this article the phenomenon ‘slash chord’ is being examined by categorizing almost all 
of them and the way these chords function inside the tonality. What happens when, for 
instance, a 4-part C-major triad does not have the C in the bass, but any of the other 11 tones, 
for example C/D b  or C/B b ? As an illustration, some music examples of jazz guitarist Pat 
Metheny will be analyzed. Returning elements are: the ambiguous sound of a single slash 
chord and how slash chords are affected by the surrounding harmonic context.

Listening closely to the re-harmonization by Pat Metheny of the standard ‘A Lot of Livin’ to 
Do’1 gave me a lot of ‘thinkin’ to do. This version of Metheny enhanced an already growing 
fascination for the phenomenon of the so called slash chords:2 how can they be categorized 
and how do these chords function inside a tonality? The classes I taught on this topic to 
third-year students at the Conservatory of Amsterdam and the Royal Conservatory in The 
Hague and the discussions with the students were of great help for this article.
 Metheny’s version is intriguing because of the harmonization with slash chords in the 
introduction: what could be the relationship between this intro and the melody? The top 
voice of the slash chords and the rhythm used in the intro remind loosely of the melody 
of the tune, but the intro can also be heard as a separate piece of music. Finally the idea 
came up that the slash chords in the intro could possibly be a remote re-harmonization of 
the first 8 bars of the melody, not to be used in the opening chorus itself. Apparently, slash 
chords can obscure the tonality, but can also have a functional harmonic purpose. Slash 
chords can be used together with triads, seventh chords and other slash chords; making 
the harmony easier to understand on one hand, and creating fairly difficult harmonic 
situations on the other hand.
 This article elaborates on the findings acquired during listening to two early 
compositions of Pat Metheny: ‘Omaha Celebration’ (Example 4), and ‘A Lot Of Livin’ 
To Do’ (Example 2). The slash chords encountered always trigger the same question: 
what is happening here? Is the progression in upper structure triads (left side from the 
slash) the most important feature, or is the bass movement (right side from the slash) the 
leading principle? Or does one hear two distinct entities at the same time? To elucidate 
the term slash chord, I will start with proposing a few different categories: 
 
1. The traditional inversion
Traditional inversions like C/E , Cm/E b  and C/G, Cm/G are, of course, the first and second 
inversions of a triad. At the same time, inversions weaken the stable sound and function 
of the triad. The unstableness of a first inversion like C/E (I6) provokes a solution to F 
(IV) in the C-major tonality because the leading tone for IV is in the bass. The second 
inversion C/G (I6

4) even changes the harmonic function from tonic to dominant in the 
classical cadence, acting as a suspension chord for V. This factor of instability we will also 
encounter with triads with a bass note other than the three chord tones: the triads with a 
‘wrong’ bass note.

1 Charles Strouse (music) and Lee Adams (text), The Standards Real Book [1960/1988], Sher Music, 2000, 275-

276. 

2 Pat Metheny, Trio ’99-’00. Warner Bros.
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2. Triads with a ‘wrong’ bass note
a. Slash chords like Em/C, E b /C, C/A, E/C and Ebm/C are just different ‘spellings’ of the 
following 4-part seventh chords: C , Cm7, Am7, C (#5) and CØ. The reason for using either 
the tonal chord symbol or the slash notation is usually stylistic or instrumental (e.g. 
keyboard or guitar). However, both can also be used together in one lead sheet. Examining 
the slash notation for the traditional chord symbols mentioned above, one can see that 
the chord tones in the slash chord contain either the major or minor third in combination 
with the major or minor seventh above the bass note. The bass note in the slash notation 
is never the same note as the root of the upper structure but represents the root of the 
seventh chord. This is also always true in the next group, with one exception.
b. Slash chords that represent incomplete seventh chords. In this category, chords like G/C 
and Bm/C miss a major third, but the major seventh (note B above C in the bass) in the 
upper structure makes them sound like a major seventh chord (Example 1a). With chords 
from this category there is an element of interpretation because of the harmonic context 
they appear in. For instance G/C is used for C 9  without a third. But the harmonic context 
could also imply Cm 9  for the same slash chord symbol (Example 1b).

 

Regarding the interpretation of the harmonic context, the same counts for B b /C, a.k.a. 
C9sus4. The slash chord B b /C implies a dominant seventh chord because of the minor 
seventh and perfect fourth intervals above the bass note. The fifth is substituted with 
the ‘coloring’ major ninth. In most cases, this specific type of slash chord (B b /C) has 
a dominant function (see Example 4, authentic cadence). In some cases, it serves as a 
suspension chord for II or can be even used as a substitution for II. In Pat Metheny’s 
version of ‘A Lot of Livin’ to Do’, C/D or D9sus4 is used as a substitution chord for Dm9 , II 
in C major (Example 2b).
 The ‘sus4-like’ slash chords such as B b /C and Bbm/C can be considered as complete 
4-part chords because they both contain a minor seventh as well as a sus4 above the bass note. 
Others like D b /C, D b +/C , Dm/C or Gm/C contain either the fourth or seventh. All other 
dominant related slash chords are incomplete seventh chords. Examples of ‘strong’ sounding 
dominant chords are: A/C, G b /C and Dbm/C for the tonal chord symbols C7(13

�9), C7(�9
�5) 

and C7(�13
�9). These dominant chords in slash notation have either a major third or minor 

seventh, but all three contain a flat nine interval, which enhances the dominant function. 
Slash chords with a ‘weaker’ dominant sound are e.g.: A b /C, F # m/C and D/C for C7alt  
(or CØ), C13( �11

�9 ) and C9( 13�11)respectively. Here the harmonic context is even more important 
to judge these sounds as a dominant because they lack a major third as well as a seventh. 
Even Ebm/C can serve not only as CØ but also as C7alt. with flattened fifth (instead of 
flattened thirtheenth) and flattened tenth. The major third of the chord is not present 
but can be ‘felt’ in the context. N.B., in most of these cases enharmonic interpretation is 

Cmaj9

(I in C major)
Cmaj9( 11)

(IV in G major)

1a)
G/C Bm/C

Cmaj9 Cm

1b)
G/C

9

G/C

( ) ( )

Example 1a 
Slash chords representing incomplete 
5-part chords.

Cmaj9

(I in C major)
Cmaj9( 11)

(IV in G major)

1a)
G/C Bm/C

Cmaj9 Cm

1b)
G/C

9

G/C

( ) ( )

Example 1b
Two interpretations of G/C.
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necessary. For instance in F # m/C, the note C #  (fifth of the upper structure) serves as 
the flat nine of C13( �11

�9 ) and should be thought of as a D b  in relation with the tonal chord 
symbol.
c. Multi interpretable slash chords: D/C, B/C. As mentioned above, D/C can be 
heard as an incomplete C7 dominant chord without the tritone interval between 
the third and seventh (the guide tones), only representing the root C and the 
complete D-major upper structure triad of the three unaltered extensions of C7, 
9/#11/13. Missing both guide tones of C7, D/C can also be heard in context as  
C6

9
( �11) and C 9( 13�11). Besides this, D/C is also an other way of writing a traditional dominant 

seventh	chord	in	third	inversion,	D7/C,	since	all	the	chord	tones	are	present.	In	that	case	
it would be a representative of the first group of category II. The multi-interpretable side 
of a slash chord symbol is even bigger in B/C. This is caused by the extreme dissonance 
of this slash chord. It is possible to hear this B/C as a chord with one or more suspensions 
for a chord tone (Example 3). In the case of only one extension, the B/C can be used 
as a substitution for a traditional 4 part chord. The most common example for this is 
Co, where the slash chord is very close to the traditional diminished chord with one 
extension out of the octotonic scale. Metheny uses this for instance in mm. 8-9, where 
Dm7 is followed by D/E b , representing D

#o, going to Em7 (III in C). In the case of two 
or three suspensions, the element of substitution is not so likely since there is a greater 
necessity for resolution.
 In Example 3, one of the resolutions of B/C is B b /C where all three notes of the upper 
structure resolve a half step down. This also is shown in Example 2b (‘A Lot of Livin’ to 
Do’) where C # /D suspends C/D. As I mentioned earlier, C/D is in this situation not a sus4 
chord but a substitution for Dm9. The strange effect here is that Metheny does not play 
G7 in the same bar, as in the original harmony, but lingers on the C/D. An explanation 
could be that in the next bar he does not play C  but uses a E/G #  (dominant) chord to 
suggest a movement to Am7, using F 9/A instead. My interpretation of it would be that 

2a)

C9(sus4)

B /C

2b)

original
harmonization:

reharmonization:
C  /D

Dm7

C/D

G7

3

C

E        /G(add9) F    /A9 A/B

Example 2a
The ‘common’ interpretation of 
B b /C, C9(sus4)..

B/C C C Cm Cm Cm C B /C C C( ) 7 6→

with one suspension with two suspensions with three suspensions

Example 3
Nine interpretations of B/C.

2a)

C9(sus4)

B /C

2b)

original
harmonization:

reharmonization:
C  /D

Dm7

C/D

G7

3

C

E        /G(add9) F    /A9 A/B

Example 2b
Pat Metheny, ‘A Lot of Living to Do’, mm 4-5 
(Transcription: Patrick Schenkius).
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the C/D (Dm9) and E/G #  function as a IV- V6 cadence to Am7 (substituted by  F 9/A). In 
other words, G7 is not really necessary here, or apparently Metheny wanted to omit a clear 
V chord in C major. Consequently, one of my conclusions about this version of the song, 
is that Metheny is re-harmonizing every A-part very thoroughly, with the emphasis on the 
first 8 bars.  Furthermore, B/C can even be regarded as an incomplete tonic chord with 
two dissonant tones in it: C ( �11�9 ) ,without major third. Also is B/C used as a 4-part version 
of the 6-part poly chord where the B major triad is the upper structure of a complete 
C major triad. The last possibility is when B/C is used completely as an inversion of  
D7(13

�9 )/C, with a hidden root  (see the last chord in Example 2b, A/B b  , a dominant chord 
to establish F 	in	mm.	7-8	of	the	A-part).	
 Let us see how this can work out in the authentic V-I cadence. F/G (also known as 
‘pop-dominant’) is one of the most used dominant slash chords to progress to a tonic 
chord, for instance G/C. In functional chord symbols this would be G9sus4 progressing to 
C 9. In pop music, the sus4 in F/G usually doesn’t resolve to the third of the chord, leading 
tone of the tonality, but the complete chord itself progresses to the next one. In Example 
4 we can observe a couple of things. First of all, the bass establishes the functional V-I 
movement, which is now the most important element of the authentic cadence because 
the resolution of the leading tone is absent. Secondly, the upper structure triad F major 
is moving parallel down or up to the upper structure triad G major. Furthermore, the 
root of F/G (G9sus4) becomes in G/C the root of the upper structure. So do we really 
hear a true authentic cadence, a chord with dominant function which progresses to a 
chord with tonic function, or not? Or do we hear two harmonic functions at the same 
time: subdominant/dominant (F/G) and dominant/tonic (G/C)? All this destabilizes the 
‘strong’ authentic cadence and obscures the tonality.

	 In	Pat	Metheny’s	tune	called	‘Omaha	Celebration’,	mm.	24-27,	this	authentic	cadence	
is played three times in a row in minor third related keys: F # /G #  to G # /C # , A/B to B/E and 
C/D to D/G.3 In other words, all V-I progressions in the keys of C #  major, E major and 
G major. The slash notation for the dominant chord is used by Metheny when the melody 
notes are sus4, minor seventh or major ninth (the notes of the upper structure triad). The 
traditional notation of the dominant 7sus4 is used when the melody notes are the root, third, 
fifth or thirteenth.4 Other slash dominant chords which can be used in a V-I progression are 
for instance: E/G to G/C, D b /G to D/C, A b /G to G/C and even F # /G to B/C.
 As the examples of slash chord progressions in the previous paragraph reveal, a general 
remark can be made that the notation of slash chords blurs the vision of a key center. This 
makes the reading of these slash chords a bit difficult in a tonal progression. For example, 
in some cases E/G to G/C seems to be merely an abbreviation of G7(13

�9 ) to C 9, but in other 
cases the incomplete seventh chord is really the sound needed. The question whether to 

3 Recorded on Metheny’s first album Bright Size Life, ECM Records, 1976.

4 See ‘Pat Metheny Songbook’. Hal Leonard Corporation, 2000, 16-17.

( ) ( )
( )

F/G F/G F/GG/C G/C G/C
top voice moves parallel down or up:

Example 4
Three authentic cadences with the ‘pop dominant’.
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use the slash or tonal notation of the same chord is difficult to answer. One could say 
that in tunes based on tonal harmony, the tonal chord symbols should be used, because 
their fundamentals show up as capitals, which helps to understand the tonal progressions 
used. In tunes where tonality is not so obvious or even absent, the slash notation is more 
appropriate because it shows the exact sound to use without the limitations of tonal 
notation. Furthermore, compared to traditional tonal chord symbol notation, the notation 
of triads with a ‘wrong’ bass note is often more coherent. As mentioned earlier, there is 
for instance the ‘rule’ that the root of the upper structure should not be the same note as 
the bass note. Notation like F/F #  or  D/D b  is simply not found because of the problematic 
readability of the single chord symbol. Reading is also hampered by mixing both slash 
chords and tonal chord symbols in progressions, specifically in tunes in certain keys. In 
the tune ‘Omaha Celebration’ for instance, there are clear tonal parts, as well as some 
more ambiguous ones. The notation makes it sometimes difficult to see how everything 
is tonally related. In the last four bars before the coda sign, the chord progressions are 
notated as C #  - B/C - F7 - Bbm7. Here, the traditional progression D b  – CØ – F7 – Bbm7 
is meant, being analyzed as I – (II-V) – VI. The ambiguous B/C (Example 3) is to be 
interpreted in the context as a C half-diminished suspension chord to F7. The problem is 
obvious: how to combine the slash sound of the suspending II chord for V without losing 
the readability of the traditional progression? Maybe then as a compromise: D b  - B/C - 
F7 - Bbm7?
 
Finally, let us return to the ‘puzzling’ intro of ‘A Lot of Livin’ to Do’. In the recording, the 
intro is used again not only as an interlude after the opening chorus to launch the solo of 
Metheny, but also at the very end as a coda. In the coda the introduction is played three 
times, as shown in Example 5.

The chords are used in parallel progression and the sus4 slash chords are even used in 
exact parallel voice leading. The moments where you can clearly hear a tonal cadence 
are in the last four chords (mm. 4-5): G9sus4 to C 9 and B9 to Bb . In the previous bars the 
4-part chords are not clearly in one key center. Especially the sus4 slash chords are open-
sounding, with no apparent tonal direction. The sus4 slash chords used in this way can 
be regarded as a melodic device, their only purpose being to supply a melody note with 
a voicing. At some moments the bass can be analyzed in two different keys (see analysis 
under the bass line). Repeating the bass line over and over again, I noticed that I started 
to hear this bass line in the key of A major rather than in C major, like a closed circle, 
almost as a separate layer under the upper structure triads. The top voice of the chords 
has a faint relationship with the original melody which I will not analyze further in the 
context of this article. This top voice seems to behave like a short ^3-

^
2-

^
5-

^
1 tonal fragment in 

B major (mm. 1-2), followed by a varied sequence in C major (mm. 3-4). But the key of 
B major is not apparent in the chord symbols, possibly only in the first chord as an upper 

Cmaj:
Amaj:

III
V

VI
I

V
(V)

I
III

IV
VI

IV
VI II I IV V

V
(V)

I
III

(V)/III
II

VII
II

played 3 times
B/A G ( 5) B/C F ( 5) F m11 A/B G/A C/D D/E F/G G/C F  m/B F/B

G9sus4 C B B9 9

analysis bass notes

Example 5
Pat Metheny, ‘A Lot of Living to Do’, Coda (Transcription: Patrick Schenkius).
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structure (B/A). In the first four bars, the chords just follow the melodic fragment in a 
pseudo-cadential way: mentioning a definitive key seems useless here. The clearest tonal 
cadence is the authentic V-I in C, going from measure 4 to 5 (F/G to G/C). It forms the 
only direct relationship with the original key of C major and harmonic meter of the tune. 
This is the main reason for me to regard this intro/coda as a possible, but very remote, 
re-harmonization of the first eight bars of the A-part of ‘A Lot of Livin’ to Do’.
 To conclude this essay, I would like to pose a multiple choice question to the reader: 
what is in your opinion the meaning of the chord symbol B/C (of all slash chords the triad 
with the ‘most wrong’ bass note) in Example 5? Is it:
 a.  Tonic, I in C major?
 b.  Subdominant, IV in G major?
 c.  Dominant, V in F major?
 d.  A non-functional dissonant coloring device?
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